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In the spring of 1996, Tonto National Forest burned spectacularly.
The Lone Fire swept over 61,000 acres, much of which was within the
Four PeaksWildernessArea. During the week of the fire, the issue of appropriate land use captured the media's attention, as well as the attention of government agencies, Tonto's ranching community, and nearby
Phoenix residents. The Bureau of Reclamation and the Forest Service
worried about the effects of the fire on Salt River Project reservoirsand
wildlife habitat. Ranchers worried about the potential loss of livestock
and forage. Citizens also worried about damage to their wilderness
playground, for the forest's proximity to Phoenix made it a popular
destination for urban recreationists. The "gray haze and acrid odor
[hanging] over the Valley of the Sun" forced Salt River Valley residents
indoors. Indeed, the fire's greatest impact seemed to be its urban connection. This fire, Arizona's largest since at least the Second World
War, illuminated many historic themes of the Tonto. It affected ranching, the long-time economic and cultural focus of Tonto; it touched
the governmental agencies in charge of administering both the forest
and rivers that constituted the Tonto National Forest and Salt River
Project; most of all, it underscored the significance Tonto held for the
neighboring Salt River Valley and its residents. These factions were the
progeny of a century-long social and economic rivalry.Thus, today's
environmental battleground remains inextricablylinked to the past.1
The history of the region reveals much about the current configuration of Arizona. In an interview given during the Depression, longtime Tonto Basin rancher John Cline recalled, "When the Forest Service came in, I just laughed. I told them I would just like to see them
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come in and tell me. I thought I was boss." In his reference to the
1905 reservation of the Tonto National Forest in central Arizona,
Cline echoed the sentiment of many Westerners then and now. After
subsisting for many decades free from all but nominal governmental restrictions on their agriculturaleconomy, ranchersresented the growing
federal presence in administering and managing the West's land and
naturalresources. Although Cline's remarkreflects an antipathy toward
federal restrictions, others saw federal intervention as the region's saving grace. In Arizona, farmersin the Salt River Valley especially desired
federal assistance to build irrigation projects dependent upon large
dams on the Salt River and later on the Verde River. These different
perspectives about federal power and management of natural resources
not only reverberatedin Arizona but throughout the American West.2
Those resources, mainly rangelands and water storage, carry paramount significance for Arizona's past. Two of the state's cornerstone
four C's- cattle and cotton - depended upon an abundant grassland
and a regular supply of water for irrigation.3As a center of the state's
livestock industry and as the major watershed of the Salt and Verde
Rivers, the Tonto region's environment prominently affected Arizona's
growth. At the same time, Arizona's growth profoundly influenced
Tonto's development. The history of those resources, how settlers used
and abused them, and why the federal government reserved the land
forms a central component to any study of Arizona and informs the
broader outlines of the Western past.
This investigation is one of transitions- both physical and historical.
At an elevation of 7,000 feet, the Mogollon Rim, a vertical rock escarpment between 1,000 and 2,000 feet high, forms the southern edge
of the immense Colorado Plateau and the northern boundary of Tonto
National Forest. The rim effectively delimits the ecology of central Arizona, forming the state's geologic seam. Along the Mogollon Rim
stands the largest continuous ponderosa pine forest in the world. Moving south from the plateau, the Verde River and Tonto Creek drain the
Mazatzal Mountains and the Sierra Ancha range while watering the
desert grassland that blankets the region's wide basins. By the time
Tonto Creek and the Verde River flow into the Salt River the environment is mostly desert scrub, barely 1,500 feet above sea level. Mountains and basins, forests and desert, the Tonto region marks important
ecological transitions. But natural transitions are only part of the narrative. The fifty years surrounding the turn of the twentieth century
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epitomized many other important transformations. Culturally and politically,whites displaced the native population and the federal government moved into a more active role in Arizona and the West. The social and physical transitions collided and made the Tonto a contested
place, a crucible for understanding environmental, cultural, and governmental transformations.

ESTABLISHING CONTACT AND
CREATING AN ECONOMY

The Tonto has been home to humans for a hundred centuries.
Along the upper Salt River, in the Tonto Basin, and under the MogoUon Rim, humans pursued a well-documented hunting- gatheringfishing economy and also developed irrigation agriculture. This economy flourished in the well-watered valleys, abundant grasslands,and an
open and productive forest that native peoples carefullymaintained. To
accomplish what amounted to large-scale landscaping, inhabitants routinely burned the forest and grasslands.These fires encouraged forage
for the wildlife natives hunted; regeneration of certain plants, such
as manzanita, whose berries were edible; and a raised water table.
The various culture groups who frequented the Tonto region remade
the landscape to satisfy their need for agriculture and their huntinggathering-fishing subsistence practices. Unfortunately for the native inhabitants, their practices also made the Tonto Basin an ideal landscape
for Euro-americanranching.4
Spanish missionariesand settlers brought the first domestic livestock
to Arizona in the sixteenth century. These early experiments in livestock raising met varying degrees of success. Sheep husbandry continued virtually uninterrupted from its inception, particularlybecause of
Navajo Indians, who incorporated sheep into their economy since at
least the seventeenth century. However, the Apaches limited the expansion of cattle ranching. The earliest Spanish and Mexican periods of the
stock industry did not expand into the Tonto region because it remained concentrated on the southern grasslands,especially east of Tucson. An enlarged market and a growing population caused the cattle industry in nineteenth-century Arizona to expand into new ranges in the
last quarter of the century. Many ranchers began establishing Tonto as
their base of operations after General George Crook and his cavalry
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surrounded hundreds of Apache and YavapaiIndians in Tonto Basin in
1872 and forced a surrender that resulted in their relocating to the
White Mountain Apache Indian Reservation. This also was a time when
Arizona experienced an ideal combination of climate, economy, and
range conditions favorable for an expanding pastoral economy.5
Tracking central Arizona's principal rivers first brought Euro-americans into the Tonto region. F. A. Cook, the recorder for King S. Woolsey's group of Indian fighters and explorers, found the Salt River abundant. Writing about the convergence of Tonto Creek and the Salt River
on 14 June 1864, Cook related: "We made a willow drag and caught
about 200 fish. The largest ones looked verry much like Cod but had
no teeth, and would weigh from 10 to 20 lbs. This kind of fishing was
new to many of us but was verry fine sport for we had to go into the
river and in some places it was up to our necks but the weather is very
hot and the waters warm."6 Years later, rancher Florance A. Packard
recalled the Tonto Creek of 1875: u[T]he water seeped rather than
flowed down through a series of sloughs and fish over a foot in length
could be caught with little trouble."7 Cook and Packardthus recorded
the potential for commercial prosperity and recreationalqualities in this
watered oasis of the semidesert.
If water first brought explorers to the region, Tonto Basin's native
perennial grasses encouraged others to settle. Many accounts from the
first ranchersattest to the natural abundance of the rangeland. In 1875
Florance A. Packard came to Greenback Valley east of Tonto Creek
where he found "Blackfoot and Crowfoot Grama grass that touched
ones [sic] stirrupswhen riding through it." Similarly,William Craig described pine bunch grass near Payson in the 1880s as standing "three
feet high and ... in great bunches." In 1884 Cliff Griffin settled on the
Salt River near Wild Rye Creek, an area since covered by Roosevelt
Lake. He recollected: "Black Grama used to cover the slopes on each
side of the river. In those days this came up in bunches, approximately
five inches at the base, grew to a height of two to two and one-half feet
with a sheaf like spread of two to two and one-half feet. . . . [I]n the
early days the settlers used to chop this grass for hay, using heavy hoes
for chopping and with a hoe, rake and fork he could fill a wagon in two
hours time with this grass." John Cline recalled Tonto Creek being
"full of beaver and otter." In an interview, he reminisced about his family's first decade in Tonto:
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In those days we had everything in Creation we wanted. The
grass was stirrup-deep and green all the year around. There was
plenty of water and lots of rain. The steers got fatter on the range
then, than they do now in a feeding pen, and we always had a
good market for them, and for the cows too, if we'd wanted to
sell them, for there were soon plenty of fellows trying to start
outfits. But we didn't want to sell, for the country was ours as far
as we could see, and nobody could come in and tell us what to do
to make it better, or worse.8
These recollections, and others like them, describe a certain type of
paradise. There is a verdant range, rich in grasses; there is a good market, waiting patiently for the perpetually fat steer; there is the archetypal cowboy, possessing all the range he could see. Certainly the
ranchers'recollections were exaggerated with hindsight, but the image
and much of the reality was that Tonto was a cattleman's heaven with
natural abundance that ranchers sought to transform into economic
prosperity.
Fifty miles downriver from the Tonto Creek-Salt River convergence,
farmers found their own ideal locale. The lower Salt River Valley
promised an agrariandream to complement Tonto's pastoral paradise.
At the same time that ranchers settled on the Tonto range, farmers
flooded into the lower Salt River Valley. Using some of the ancient
canals of the Hohokam, the cultivators irrigated stretches of fertile valley land and produced economically fruitful crops. The convergence of
water and fertile soil created in the Salt River Valley one of the most
productive regions in the Southwest. Indeed, so long as the Salt River
flowed from the mountains, agriculturalprosperity in the valley seemed
assured.9
Both ranchers and farmers chose their economy largely because of
their surrounding natural environments. The basin and range of the
Tonto region provided abundant native grasses ideal for grazing, with
numerous creeks supplying ample water for modest herds. In contrast,
when irrigated, the Salt River Valley's soil and flat land promised abundant crops. Thus, the diverse landscapes of Tonto and the lower Salt
River Valley influenced the mode of economic livelihood of the respective regions' inhabitants. As different as those landscapes and economies were, water connected them and they shared similar environmen-
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tal histories. However, eventually that mutual resource did more to divide the regions than connect them.
Ranchers and farmers use water differently. Whereas ranchers depended on springs and creeks to water their animals, farmers required
water for extensive irrigation. By the end of the 1890s, a decade characterized by one of the worst droughts and consequential economic
depressions in Arizona and Western history, population pressures and
development in the lower Salt River Valley and in the Tonto Basin
caused water demand to exceed supply. As the competition for the
scarce resource became keener, the settlers from the seemingly distant
regions no longer could ignore their environmental and economic connectedness. Decisions concerning the Salt-Verde river network's water
supply accordingly dominated regional politics. Acquiring a steady supply of water from the neighboring Tonto and conserving it required
understanding the changes that had occurred on the range and learning how to reverse deleterious effects of overuse. As government officials began uncovering the environmental history of the Tonto, they
discovered the massive transformation of the forest and began to
fathom the immensity of the task asked of them. Thus, the context of
resource use and reservation must be understood historically.
The number of cattle the range supported in the final quarter of the
nineteenth century attests to a once-abundant grassland in the transitional zone of central Arizona. Using early estimates, a recent study indicated that perhaps as many as two million cattle once grazed the
Tonto. Although this number is admittedly excessive, the area that became the Tonto National Forest provided copious perennial native
grasses for cattle and sheep along with horses, goats, and pigs. Earlyaccounts placed 150,000 sheep seasonally on the Tonto at the turn of the
century and 85,000 cattle year-round by 1921, although that number
was "much below what it formerly was" before the droughts of the
1890s and first decade of the twentieth century.10
With a growing population in Arizona and the West generally, the
demand for beef increased. The economy and the region's ecology corresponded as if the story were a stockman's fairy tale; abundant grasses,
abundant cattle, abundant markets all combined to live seemingly happily ever after. Ranchers like the Clines, Craigs, Griffins, and Packards
moved from California and Texas into the Tonto, where their cattle
thrived. In the nineteenth century, the grass on the public domain was
free, making it particularlyeconomical to graze on the Tonto range;
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and the range seemed limitless to these early settlers.11Markets soon
became readily available. Initially, the markets for Tonto beef were
Phoenix, Indian reservations, and the nearby military forts of Fort McDowell, Fort Verde, and Camp Reno. By the 1880s, however, Atlantic
& Pacific Railway stops at nearby Holbrook and Winslow connected
Tonto cattle and sheep to more distant markets. Thus, as Arizona's
population increased and as the railroad linked the region to Eastern
markets the economic outlook for Tonto's stockmen continued to expand and prosper.12
Descriptions of conditions prior to the 1890s all attest to an abundant range and unlimited potential for a lucrative livestock industry.
More settlers moved into the transition zone, many of them hoping to
generate new ranching enterprisesand many others bringing with them
established outfits. The Arizona ranges at large, according to U.S. Bureau of Animal Industry official Bert Haskett, were "fairlywell stocked
with cattle" by the early 1880s. The ranchers with whom Tonto
Ranger Fred Croxen conferred agreed that by about 1890, the Tonto
range had reached its carrying capacity.13
The prosperity of Tonto's cattle industry, grounded in abundant
grasses and accessible markets, led naturallyenough to welcomed economic growth. However, economic prodigalitycontributed to unwanted
and unanticipated environmental change and decline. As ranching outfits increased in size and number, they placed unprecedented pressure
upon the range itself. Statewide, the increase in livestock numbers was
substantial. Figure 1 demonstrates the massive influx of livestock in the
1880s. In a decade, the increase in cattle was over 700 percent, while
sheep numbers rose nearly 1,000 percent. Moreover, these numbers
likely fell below actual herd sizes because no systematic way existed to
count the livestock, and ranchers consistently reported low to save on
taxes. As a focus of the Arizona livestock industry, Tonto actively participated in this expansion. Not adapted to such considerable grazing,
ranges collapsed under the pressure. Hastening range destruction and
livestock decline, the drought of 1892-93 dried up rivers, streams, and
springs and resulted in a rapid decline in sheep numbers also illustrated
in figure 1. Although cattle numbers had increased since 1890, they
dropped from the high point in 1891 when ranchersreported 720,940
head to the state. The drought was certainly severe, as one source declared: "Even Tonto River went dry and everywhere the hillsides were
covered with [animal] carcasses."The river levels further illustrate the
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Figure 1. Livestockincreasein Arizona. Source: Haskett, "Historyof Cattle in
Arizona," 41; "Historyof Sheepin Arizona," 30.

drought's severity: in 1891, the combined flow of the Salt and Verde
Rivers reached 3,110,000 acre-feet; the following year it was only
298,000 acre-feet-less than 10 percent of the previous year's flow. The
regional drought and overstocking combined to create an oversaturated market and an overused range. In the process, grasses withered
away,cattle died, and many rancherswere ruined financially.Because of
these poor conditions seen in Arizona and throughout the West, the
livestock market fell and a depression in 1893 left the general economy
in shambles.14

CHANGING NATIONAL IMPERATIVES AND
LOCAL CONSERVATION RESPONSES

Changing federal policies also affected resource use, as national legislatures substantiallyreformed land law. Early laws designed to give or
sell land to settlers, such as the Homestead Act (1862), the Timber
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Culture Act (1873), and the Desert Land Act (1877), became notorious for fraudulent claims leading to concentrated landholdings. However, new policies allowed the government to maintain control over
vast acreages. In 1872, President Ulysses S. Grant signed into law the
Yellowstone Park Act, the first of many reservations of public land for
this purpose. Nearly two decades later, President Benjamin Harrison
signed a law designed to repeal the older and now corrupted land laws.
The final section of this 1891 act allowed the president to create forest
reserves later to be called national forests. By the 1890s, then, federal
legislation authorized the reservation of vast lands from settlement.15
Similarly,reclamation reform emerged during this era. In 1891, the
first International Irrigation Congress met in Salt Lake City. Organized
by William Smythe, a prominent proponent of reclamation, this Irrigation Congress and others in later years advocated federal government
withdrawalof irrigableland remaining in the public domain so that the
land could then be granted to states for reclamation projects. This advocacy prompted the 1894 CareyAct that granted each state in the arid
region one million acres for state reclamation projects. The Carey Act
failed to increase reclaimed land markedlysince states were unwilling or
unable to take the financial risks required to build the irrigation works.
To mitigate this failure, Congress passed the Reclamation Act in 1902.
The Reclamation Act subsidized reclamation and irrigation projects
throughout the West with the federal government funding the building
of dams and local constituents, organized in a water users' association,
agreeing to pay back the investment. The initial projects began in 1905
in Arizona and in Nevada. Western irrigation interests thus began their
long dependence on federal water subsidies in the first decade of the
twentieth century.16
These dual reforming impulses in forestry and reclamation led to
particularlyimportant changes in Tonto. In 1898, President William
McKinley reserved parts of what would become later the Tonto National Forest, and in 1905, President Theodore Roosevelt created the
Tonto in name. Besides that, Congress also approved the first federal
reclamation project to build Roosevelt Dam on the Salt River. Changing trends in federal land law altered the political landscape of the West
and promised to transform the physical landscape as well.17
One's position in the debate over water conservation and waste
depended upon whose interests one represented or the region from
which one hailed. Euroamericanresidents of the aridWest believed one
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wasted water if one did not put it to use. In other words, if water
flowed to the Western seas without being applied in some way to benefit human economic endeavors, nature's economy had been wasted.
Early discussions in the Salt River Valley concerning water supply reflected this perspective. In 1897, FrederickNewell, the head hydrographer in the United States Geological Survey, described the government's desire to put the Salt and Gila Rivers to work, to let them not
"run to waste." He wrote:
The streams of this country are, however, extremely irregular in
character, fluctuating at times with great rapidity, floods coming
down without warning, and disappearing in the course of a few
hours. At certain seasons of the year high waters prevail and run
to waste to the Gulf [of California], or disappear by evaporation
and percolation into the sandy desert. It is obvious that by providing suitable storage works the area of land to be irrigated can
be greatly increased.
This passage is significant for several reasons. First, Newell observed
that nature is unpredictable, that floods could and did come "without
warning." Second, because of the floods, water ran wastefully;that is, it
was not used. Newell lamented such profligacy,suggesting that he perceived the river's duty as providing a source of labor or energy to human economies.18 Finally, he showed his confidence that government
reclamation would solve these problems. With storage reservoirs, nature might be made predictable, water would not be wasted, and farmers could increase their productivity. Engineers would harness rivers
efficiently to maximize use and profit. Efficiency and maximization
characterized national resource policy of the time, placing reclamation
on the Salt River firmly within the progressive conservation movement's cultural and political ethos.19
Other engineers similarly embodied ideals of efficiency and maximization. Arthur Powell Davis, a nephew of John Wesley Powell, wrote
about central Arizona's rivers and watersheds: "The impression seems
to be well-nigh universal that wherever a locality is provided by nature
with surplus waters that are discharged in torrents and wasted, such
waters can be stored and entirely utilized for irrigation." Much like
Newell, Davis deplored nature's wastefulness in Arizona's rivers.Moreover, he claimed that the rivers could and should be used "entirely."
But full utilization seemed inadequate, as other officials at the same
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time even suggested that all means should be sought to increase the
water supply: "[I]t is necessary to preserve, and increase if possible, the
naturalwater supply."These official pronouncements attest to the utility demanded of Arizona's rivers and the optimism government engineers professed. Such demands on an environment that already was
taxed with competing interests in Tonto and Phoenix led inevitably to
conflicts over resource allocation.20
Before farmerscould use the Salt River, they needed to secure it, and
because privateand local efforts appearedinadequate, Phoenix residents
turned to the federalgovernment. In 1898, a General Land Office agent
wrote to the Commissioner of the GLO in Washington, D.C., to declare
"the unanimous sentiment of all whom I interviewed, that the Water
Supply is the most important problem that confronts the inhabitantsof
Southern and CentralArizona." Edward Bender, the agent, led a reconnaissanceinto the centralArizona watershedsof the Gila, Salt, and Verde
Rivers seeking to determine the viability for future forest reserves. He
noted that the people he interviewed believed forest preservationin the
watersheds as "conducive to the water flow." Arizona residents believed
that forest protection generally meant a better water supply and for the
Salt River,in particular,it meant reservationof the Tonto.21
Consequently, forestry officials in the Department of Agriculture
were charged with ensuring that the maximum amount of water from
the greater watershed reached the Salt and Verde Rivers. Together
then, federal agencies would achieve resource conservation: the Geological Survey pursued maximization of use and the Bureau of Forestry
sought maximization of supply. Thus, the area soon to become Tonto
National Forest became the focal point of water and forest conservationists. The link between the agrarianeconomy of the Phoenix valley
and the pastoral economy of the Tonto range became even more pronounced. Water especially connected these regions. One grazing expert
explained in 1902: "The heavy rainfalland source of permanent water
supply being in the mountains, the importance of the forest reserve as
the foundation of a successful irrigation system is very readily seen;
consequently every precaution should be taken for its protection." The
author, Albert Potter, a prominent Arizona sheepman and grazing official in the Department of Agriculture, advocated protecting mountains
to ensure effective irrigation. Such advocates were important in demonstrating the relationship between the mountainous forest reserves
and lower agriculturalareas.22
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It is clearthat the waterneeds of the expandingpopulationin the
Salt RiverValleycaused forestryexpertsto focus on watershedprotection. Since overgrazingexacerbatederosion and loweredthe water
table,valleyfarmerssought to limitthe ranchingeconomyin the Tonto
by encouragingstock reductionsor exclusions(see figure2). The rivalrysharpenedas Phoenixfarmersbegan incriminatingTonto ranchers. Valleysettlersperceivedgrazing and the potential for increased
lumberingon Tonto as majorthreatsto theirwatersupply.Irrigation
farmersbelieved their water supplywas dwindlingand in 1904, requestedthatS. J. Holsinger,a GeneralLandOfficeofficial,studyTonto
to determinethe watershed'scondition.The farmersallegedthe forage
to be in a depletedstatebecauseof heavygrazing.Holsingerexplained
the farmers'perceptions,"The decreasein the supplyof waterfor irrigationwasvariouslyattributedto, drouth [sic], denudationof forested
landsby lumberingoperations,cattleand sheep grazingand other minor causes."Valleyresidentshad expected Holsinger's expert testimony to point to Tonto livestockas the thievesof valleywaterand immediatelyto advocateforestreservationandreductionor
eliminationof stock. But Holsingerbalkedand refused
Figure 2. Erosionin
to recommendthe forestreservationat all.23
Pleasant Valley.This
To be sure, Holsingerrecognizedthe diminishedcaphotographdemonpacityof the rangeand the damageto the watershed,but
stratesthe eroding
he also adheredto the progressivephilosophyof maxieffectsof overgrazing.
Photocourtesyof
mizationand efficiency.He clearlydelineatedthe waterTontoNational Forest.
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shed interests of the valley farmers, but he also demarcated the centrality of the livestock industry to the larger regional economy. He declared:
The interests of the irrigationist in the Southwest are along the
lines of intense vegetation. Every hoof which trods the range, and
every mouth which crops the herbage or browses the foliage of
shrub or tree is a distant enemy. But it does not follow that the
herds should be driven from the ranges. There is, however, apparent necessity for a careful study of past and present conditions,
cause and effect, in order that an equitable and economic balance
be maintained. Such balance, it is plain, is the status from which
may be derived the greatest general good and the most substantial aid for conserving conditions most favorable to the greatest
number of citizens, present and future.
Like other progressive conservationists, Holsinger attempted to balance interests to obtain maximum economic output and cultural contentment. With ranching interests in the Tonto region and the farming
constituency in the lower Salt River Valley holding divergent needs and
opinions, a genial compromise seemed unlikely. Whereas ranchers
wanted more cattle, farmers demanded reduction, even elimination.
Conflict inevitably emerged and the government bureaus could not
satisfyeither side by trying to satisfy both. True to the prevailing ideology of forest management at the time, the Bureau of Forestry and later
the Forest Service sought to appease all parties and appealed to both
the basin ranchers and the valley irrigators.24If inconclusive in its recommendations, Holsinger's report is useful because it chronicled damage to the watershed. Regardless of the reasons for the decline, the environment was changing. Holsinger and Phoenix farmers could argue
about whether Tonto deserved reservation, but nature continued shifting and water proved a powerful agent in the change.
Whereas Holsinger's 1904 report emphasized overgrazing as detrimental to the watershed, A. E. Cohoon's forestry report of the same
year detailed more explicitly the connection between economic activities in the Tonto watershed and those of the lower Salt River Valley.
Cohoon concluded that forest and watershed protection would regulate Tonto ranchers and improve their chances for long-term success.
Moreover, reservation would allow the plant cover to hold spring
runoff and make more water available for Salt River Valley irrigation
farmers.Cohoon's comprehensive conclusion and recommendation re-
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vealed Tonto's importance regarding water. Tonto's protection meant,
at least potentially, a regulated and safeguarded watershed. These conclusions placed Phoenix residents as the recipients of the benefits of the
restricted use of the Tonto watershed. Foresters would manage the
Tonto forest and rangeland primarilyto benefit Phoenix settlers; Tonto
residents and their perceived economic needs had assumed a lesser
priority.25
Reclamation Service officials also knew the success of reclamation
on the Salt River depended on the establishment of Tonto National
Forest. The Reclamation Service therefore became yet another government bureaucracy promoting the region's reservation in a forest reserve. It added another part to the matrix in which all interests competed to gain primaryaccess to and benefits of Tonto's water and range.
Moreover, the Reclamation Service and the other agencies sought to
place a human order upon an unpredictable natural system. If they
could not stop floods, they would contain them; if they could not prevent droughts, they would store water against them.26
As the Salt River Valley increasingly dominated the territory's economy and politics, it prevailed over Tonto ranchers. Population figures
demonstrate the expansion of Phoenix as it grew from 3,152 in 1890
to 11,134 by 1910.27 With the development of Phoenix as an agricultural and urban core, rural hinterlands in Arizona felt their resources
and influence pulled away from them with a powerful centripetal force
radiating from the Salt River Valley. Although ranching still predominated the Tonto region, grazing regulations severely curtailed free
range practices. In 1905, approvalcame for both construction of Roosevelt Dam and the reservation of Tonto National Forest. After arguing
among themselves for a decade, government conservation agencies
linked the dam and the forest reserve, and the Salt River Valley residents' economic well being had assumed paramount importance.

ENVIRONMENTAL AND CULTURAL
RAMIFICATIONS OF GRAZING

Government agencies were not the only ones to argue over Tono's
environment. Within the Tonto itself, antagonism abounded among
pastoralists,especially between cattle and sheep interests. The most significant of battles, however, occurred between livestock and forage.
Environmental deterioration continued to render the region's econ-
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omy increasingly difficult and the ecology more vulnerable. As cultural
and natural competitions mingled, the story became progressively
more contested and interesting.
Range improvement was tied to protecting the Tonto watershed. In
a 1902 article published in Forestryand Irrigation, S. J. Holsinger connected these factors: "My experience forces me to the assertion that the
diminution of the flow of springs and streams in Arizona is due more to
the destruction of brush, grass, or herbage, than the destruction of the
forest proper. . . . We must have our herds, but it cannot be denied that
the free ranging of stock on the public domain is measurablyresponsible for the unfavorableconditions which we find on the watersheds today." Holsinger underscored the tension between industry and nature.
He recognized that the cattle industry was central to the economy and
well-being of Arizona, but he acknowledged the marked range deterioration at the hooves and mouths of cattle and sheep. This tension
brought the ecological rivalrybetween livestock and a fluctuating environment to the fore.28
Many national forests in the West faced the same multiple-use demands as the Tonto region. Grazing was only one cog in the wheel of
the Western range machine. Within grazing itself, the system was complicated further as sheep and cattle, not to mention wildlife, competed
for resources. Cattle grazed grasses almost exclusively, whereas sheep
browsed more, consuming along with grasses, brush and even tree
seedlings (see figure 3). Timber interests objected, of course, to sheep
grazing. Consequently, early Forest Service policy sought to limit
sheep depredations on forest ranges by severely restricting access to national forest rangelands. The Tonto region was no exception, as government regulations entirely excluded sheep from the Verde River
watershed.29
That sheep and not cattle were excluded from federal forest lands is
telling. Many ranchers and forestry officials identified sheep as the primary, even sole, factor causing range damage. Sheep did graze distinctly from cattle, causing different, though not necessarilyincreased,
environmental depletion. E. S. Gosney, the first president of the Arizona Wool Growers Association, even praised the denuding effect of
sheep grazing, stating that the "great enemy to the forest and to the
wool-growers is the forest fires which burn up the feed for the flocks
and destroy the young and tender Pines. The grazing off of the grass
and weeds by the sheep and the vigilance of the sheep owners are the
greatest safeguards against these forest fires." Gosney did not mention
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the concurrentdamageof forageand forestdepletion
sheep caused,nor the importanceof firein renewing
rangegrasses.30
Culturalprejudicesalso encouraged the indictment of sheep. "Withfew exceptions,"Haskettexplained,"the herdersand camptendersareMexicans,
Spaniards, or Basques who speak their mother
tongue." Another source identifiedthe earlysheepherdersas Yaquis.White Arizonansdid not look favorablyupon this
seeminglyforeignforce.31Transhumanceexacerbatedthat feeling of a
foreignpresencein the region. This practiceof moving seasonallybetween rangesproved alien to prominenthome building feelings and
rhetoric.Such a migratoryand unsettledexistenceseemed un-American. Transhumanceplayeda particularlyimportantrole in the Tonto
region and in the rhetoricof home buildingsurroundingdescriptions
of rangeconditions.While ranchersliving in Tonto owned the cattle
grazingthere, sheep owners lived elsewhere.The non-residentsheep
owners,however,sought to maximizeuse on the Tonto range,grazing
theirsheep in the Salt RiverValleyin the winterand leisurelymoving

Figure 3. SheepGrazing
Pine Seedlingsunder the
MogollonRim. Sheep
browsingnew pine growth
provedparticularly objectionable toforesters.Photo
courtesyofTonto National
Forest.
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through the Tonto region along the Heber-Reno Trail during the
springto reachtheirsummerrangeon the ColoradoPlateau(see figure
4). The culturaland environmentalresentmentof cattle rancherstowardsheepmenwas pronounced.A. E. Cohoon, a forestryofficial,reportedon the situationat the turnof the century:
Sheephavegraduallygainedfootholdson the cattlerangeand, if
not checked,will eventuallycontrolthe whole range.Largeareas
of low table-landand rolling hills which were formerlycovered
with grass now contain a worthless growth of low sunflowers
fromone to two feet in height.The grasshasbeen completelydestroyedon almostall of the mesasand low hillswithinthe sheep
district,and, as a result,the cattleindustryhas been wonderfully
curtailed.32
Along with describingthe environmentalchange, Cohoon suggested
thatthe cattleindustry'sstabilitytook precedenceoverthe sheeptrade.
Moreover,he identifiedsheep, not cattle, as the culpritsthat were denudingthe range.Plainly,environmentalchangewas not independent
of culturalquestions.
Although range deteriorationwas a principal Figure 4. A Portion of the
concern,othersemphasizedthe region'slong-term Heber-Reno Trail. Thephoto
integrityand stability.The sheep industrythreat- illustrates the environmental
ened the communitythatcattleranchershadalready consequencesof sheepgrazing
along a well-traveledroute
for transhumance.
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developed in Tonto. At least that was Cohoon's analysis: "These residents [the cattle ranchers] are the real home builders and are interested
not only in the general prosperity of the territory but also in that of
their community, while the nomadic sheepmen are not thinking of the
future welfare of the country but only of the present and of promoting
their own interests at the expense of others." Cattle ranchers believed
the very subsistence pattern of sheep ranching jeopardized the entire
Tonto region's integrity; it threatened their "home," their "community," their cultural way of life. Cohoon concluded that cattle ranchers
"are in favor of almost anything on the part of the Government which
will, in any way, protect their range from the ravages of sheep and thus
save them from great financialloss." Near the turn of the century, then,
the sheep industry experienced widespread prejudice founded in ethnic
tension and with an ancient disaffection toward transhumance practices. Perhaps more importantly, this antipathy encouraged independent cattle ranchersparadoxicallyto look willingly to the government.33
There could be no question about the deterioration of the range
by the end of the nineteenth century. Just after the turn of the century,
Cohoon stated that "the value of the land for grazing purposes [had]
depreciated very greatly during the past few years, on account of being
overstocked with foreign sheep."34Unmistakably,the land had deteriorated. Whether the bulk of that deterioration came from cattle or sheep
is ultimately immaterial, for the degradation prevented both cattle and
sheep ranchersfrom making a prosperous living. Aldo Leopold in 1924
documented the devastating changes in the Tonto forest. In "Grass,
Brush, Timber, and Fire in Southern Arizona," Leopold showed that
most of the trees in the region were "remarkablyeven aged" corresponding to Euro-american occupation. He also demonstrated that
fires virtually ceased at the same time. Finally, Leopold found erosion
to have accelerated simultaneously. "Previous to the settlement of the
country," Leopold wrote, "fires started by lightning and Indians kept
the brush thin, kept the juniper and other woodland species decimated,
and gave the grass the upper hand with respect to possession of the soil.
. . . Then came the settlers with their great herds of livestock. These
ranges had never been grazed and they grazed them to death, thus
removing the grass and automatically checking the possibility of widespread fires. . . . The substitution of grazing for fire brought on a transition of thin grass and thick brush." In another article, Leopold expressed the process more succinctly and poetically: "[W]hen the cattle
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came the grass went, fires diminished and erosion began."35So nature
had changed, and it had transformed because the specific human economic activities in the region transformed centuries-old environmental
practices. Leopold identified cattle, not sheep, as the culprit. In contrast to most other observers, he engaged the environment directly for
his conclusions, avoiding ethnic stereotypes and minimizing agricultural politics. Unlike Cohoon or Gosney, Leopold recognized that, in
spite of the cultural arguments and actions, nature continued to change.
Regardless of what the range conditions meant culturally to valley
farmersor to Tonto ranchers, it had transformed ecologically. Whether
it was forest or grass that was the best watershed conserver, whether
sheep or cattle harmed the range more, Tonto metamorphosed. Ignoring all human arguments, the environment continued its own dialectic
with grasses receding while forestry debates flourished. Instead of the
once abundant grasses, some areaswere in a "worthless growth of sunflowers and weeds."36"Where hundreds of tons of hay were cut under
the actual spread of the forest trees during the [eighteen] sixties and
seventies," a 1902 report explained, "there is not now enough grass on
a thousand acres to keep in condition a family cow." Two years later the
same author claimed forage cover was reduced in places between 25
percent and 75 percent.37 These reports confirmed both Tonto and
Phoenix fears; grasses were going or already gone. Various studies inventoried land types within the Tonto range. While the documents
produced from such reconnaissance studies varied in the figures given
for the differing classification systems and examined slightly different
regions, the studies all offered the same conclusion: brush, not grass,
now dominated the landscape.38The replacement of grasses made the
range less desirable and effectively smaller. For the basin ranchers, the
announcements meant diminished profits; for valley farmers, the studies signified that water levels would be dropping. Despite disagreement
regarding the cause, all observers agreed that the range was changed
for the worse.
At the turn of the century, Gifford Pinchot traveled to the Mogollon region. He concluded that grazing sheep on forest ranges was not
inherently damaging; only overgrazing was damaging. Pinchot concluded that regulatory measures provided by the Forest Service would
efficiently and scientificallymaintain a range that could sustain continued sheep grazing. He hoped to please all Arizona interests- the farmers, the timber industry, and the ranchers. Pinchot believed he and the
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Forest Service alone could transcend the limits of the environment in
the face of so many economic and cultural demands.39
So ranchers continued to stock the grasslands;the desert continued
to be stubbornly dry; and the livestock continued to denude the range.
Livestock consumed nearly all the native grasses and soon nonnative
grasses and shrubs invaded Tonto. Unable or unwilling to comprehend
the diminishing rangelands, few ranchers limited their stock numbers
while the range's carrying capacity quickly declined. Progressive reformers rushed to reverse the trend by bringing the federal government onto the scene as a conservation agent. Under the recommendations of federal foresters, the government began reserving portions of
what would become Tonto National Forest beginning in 1898, and by
the 1920s the United States Forest Service controlled most of the transitional zone's ranges. The ranges the Forest Service inherited were in
poor shape, and restoring the range meant a Sisyphean task for the
rangers.

THE CUMULATIVE

EFFECT

At a 1926 grazing conference, Tonto Forest Ranger Fred Croxen
presented a paper reviewing the history of grazing on Tonto. Croxen
indicated that the Tonto range was "fully stocked [by] about 1890
[The] peak was reached about 1900 . . . [when] there were from 15 to
20 head of cattle on the range at that time where there is only one at
present." Overstocking problems caused the current poor condition of
the range. Croxen's paper detailed the decline of grazing in Tonto.
Ecologically, the ranges were changed, probably for the worse for all
concerned. Brush replaced grasses, and erosion ruined watercourses.
The carrying capacity of Tonto appeared a mere fraction compared to
the paradise Christian Cline and Florance Packardencountered in the
1870s. Croxen also recognized the explosive potential of Valley farmers' resentment toward range settlers and the enduring hostility between sheep and cattle interests.40Moreover, in political and economic
terms the free range had vanished. A federal regulatory body moved
into the area and began policing the region. Grazing regulations exacerbated an already tense situation. The Tonto National Forest thus
emerged in a volatile period. Still, its establishment mirrored hopes of
stabilizing the range and the industry. Tonto embodied the transition
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that accompanied governmental regulation, and it tested the ability of
several groups- cattle ranchers, sheep ranchers, and government regulators- to coexist.
Drought came in the first decade of the twentieth century. While
the droughts in the 1890s accentuated and accelerated range deterioration, the later dry spells occurred in an already depleted range. Predictably, the results were disastrous. Forage continued to be depleted.
Shrubs and trees continued to replace grasses. Erosion worsened. Consequently, the circumstancesthe Forest Service inherited included a depleted environment, a large and established grazing industry, and a
fickle climate.41
Apparently,the established ranching community initially proved less
hostile to the Forest Service than might have been anticipated. On the
one hand, in a 1913 history of Arizona grazing administration, R. R.
Hill suggested cattlemen "recognized and deplored . . . natural results
of unrestricted grazing, [but] they felt that Government control would
not better conditions; that regulation meant interference with their established rights; and that it would demoralize the stock business."42Although resentment toward government management evidently existed,
other reports suggested that such opposition was a thing of the past.
One such summary stated, "Aftertalking with quite a number of ranchmen it was soon learned that those who understood the regulations
and rules governing forest reserves were heartily in favor of its creation,
while a few were opposed to the reserve movement because they had
'heard' that if the reservation was created they would have many hardships heaped upon them." Similarly,Cohoon and Holsinger reported
in 1905 that "local sentiment is practicallyunanimous in favor of creating a forest reserve.43
Despite their sometimes hostile attitudes, cattlemen in particular
had good reasons to praise Forest Service policies. By largely excluding
sheep from the Tonto range, the government provided cattle wider access to and less competition for forage. Grazing fees remained quite
low and in time range conditions improved, if only slightly. Tonto's
cattle industry and range stabilized gradually with lower numbers of
ranching operation and grazing animals. With a steady continuation of
grazing, the range neither recovered nor deteriorated significantly during the first decade of Forest Service administration.44
World politics and the economy intruded, however, as World War I
wrought changes on the nation's beef industry, and the Tonto industry
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reflected trends in the national market. The Great War proved the final
straw, as it were, for the range. The need for beef for European and
American soldiers in Europe led to overstocking of Western ranges.
The economy maximized the beef industry. Forest Service policy reflected patriotism, not ecology, in allowing higher numbers than previously agreed allotments. Ranchers stocked the ranges to capacity and
beyond. Unfortunately, the war was over before Arizona's herds
reached maturity.With the market collapsed, ranchers faced no incentive to sell their cattle. Hoping for an improved market in the following
seasons, ranchers kept their ranges overstocked and natural reproduction further taxed the range.45The conditions were so poor that Tonto
Forest Supervisor T. T. Swift franklyadmitted to the superintendent of
the neighboring White Mountain Indian Reservation, "Tonto National
Forest is much overstocked. . . . The Forest Service has finally decided
that severe steps must be taken ... to bring back the range to normal."46The early 1920s, then, found Tonto's range and the Arizona
cattle industry in a state of collapse.
With the market collapsed and the range devasFigure 5. "TheRagged End of
tated, Tonto Forest Ranger Fred Croxen conIt All." Thefence evidently
in 1926 that he presided over "the ragged
cluded
preventedstockfrom reaching
end
of
it all" (see figure 5). Tonto never had rethe area of perennialgrowth
while it perishedon the side
covered from the heyday of cattle ranching in the
with scant annuals remain1880s. A record calf crop in 1891 increased the
ing. Photocourtesyof Tonto
National Forest.
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pressure on the landscape, then came the drought, then the economic
crisis of 1893, and by 1894, the range and the cattle industry faltered.
In retrospect, the range was in comparativelygood condition to receive
the multi-frontal assault of the early 1890s, because the range had not
been depleted theretofore. When the range faced drought in the first
years of the twentieth century and the glut in the cattle market in the
1910s, it alreadywas in a severely vulnerable ecological state. Thus, the
1920s weighed under the deleterious results of a quarter century of
ranching. Ranchers never allowed the range to recover from the catalyzing drought of 1892.47
Rancher Florance Packardclaimed in 1926: "The range is not overstocked at present, it is just worn out and gone."48 But, in fact, the
1926 range was overstocked, even if a comparable number of cattle
would not have overstocked the 1880 range. The range Packard remembered no longer existed; it had succumbed to four decades of
heavy grazing, years of drought, and a merciless market. The range was
fundamentally different. Packard was right: the range was worn out.
But more than that, it was changed. The landscape of the Tonto range
in the 1920s differed markedly from the 1870s. Recognizing that nature indeed had changed and that the recovery of the range would be a
complicated task proved a difficult lesson for both Tonto's settlers and
the Forest Service in its early years of management.
The stirrup-high grama grass Florance Packard found in 1875 had
disappeared from the range. Little of the pine bunch grass William
Craig found near Payson in the 1880s could be found forty years later.
Cliff Griffin described his settlement near the Salt River by 1904 as
having "no rooted grass." And all of John Cline's favorable descriptions of the range were in the past tense, the abundance with which he
had grown up had vanished in a golden age passed by.49
In spite of it all, Fred Croxen waxed optimistic: "It is up to us, the
Forest Service employees, to whom this great area, this cattle range, a
part of the watershed of the greatest irrigation system in the world, has
been entrusted, to take and to do what we can as Forest employees,
as servants of this great commonwealth. Can we do it? This remains
to be seen."50Indeed, it did. If it happened, it seemed clear to many
observers that it would take federal involvement.
The history of Tonto demonstrates a region in transition. The region proved to be an important crucible in which many interests coexisted economically and environmentally. Roosevelt Dam initially
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yielded the water anticipated from it, but by the 1920s, the Tonto
watershed largely failed to live up to the expectations people held for it.
The range was degraded and new dams were being built and contemplated. Tonto's history reveals to us the ties and the conflicts between
humans and nature, town and country, ranching and farming, sheep
and cattle, public and private land. Indeed, the watershed of the Tonto
provided a watershed in Arizona's environmental history.
The ascendance of the Salt River Valley we customarily accord to a
later era was also evident at this earlier time. By the first decade of the
twentieth century, residents of the Salt River Valley had set the stage
for the forthcoming economic and cultural dominance of Arizona.
Moreover, this early period demonstrated the degree to which federal
policies and decisions would play a central role in determining the direction of Arizona's expansion. Finally,the period furnishes a clear picture of a land pushed to its limits. A century ago one could alreadysee
Tonto as an environment resistant to quick fixes and the many conflicting demands placed upon it. The contentious issues evident in today's
environmental battlegrounds established their roots firmly in the weakening ranges of the early twentieth century. *
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